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In the field of chemometrics, an important issue in multivariate calibration
is model updating. Model updating is the adaption process in which a
model obtained for a given set of samples and measurement conditions
(primary) is updated to predict the analyte in new samples and
measurement conditions (secondary). Primary and secondary conditions
can be different due to variations in the geographical situation,
instrumentation, or environment. Model updating can be performed using
labeled data sets containing samples with reference analyte values for both
conditions. A common approach is performed by sample augmenting the
larger primary labeled sample set with a small weighted secondary labeled
sample set. In this situation, only one updating model is obtained to predict
the analyte amount in both primary and secondary conditions. The
proposed new approach is similar to this common approach, but instead of
one updated model, two models are formed simultaneously. One model is
used to only predict samples from the primary conditions and the second
model is based on this primary model but modified relative to the weighted
augmented secondary samples. This second model is used to predict
samples from the secondary conditions. Both model updating methods
require multiple tuning parameters (penalties).
Abstract
• Bias :
• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
• RMSEC1 : Primary Calibration (C1)
• RMSEC2 : Secondary Calibration (C2)
• RMSEV : Secondary Validation (V)
• U-Curves : 
Bias-variance trade-off 
• C1b 
• C2J
• Variance :
• Euclidean 2-norm (||መ𝐛||2 )
• Jaggedness (J)
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Fine Tuning Model Updating for Multivariate Calibration Maintenance
Model Updating Approach
Near-IR Datasets 
Tuning Parameters and Fusion Rule
• 1B - Two tuning parameters
• Latent Vectors (LV), and Lambda (λ)
• 2B* - Three tuning parameters
• Latent Vectors (LV), Lambda (λ), and Beta (β)
• Fusion Process
• Fusion of Model Merits
• RMSEC2, C1b, C2J
• Sum Fusion (SF) is used to select models.
Partial Least Squares (PLS)
1B-PLS: 1 updating model
2B*-PLS : 2 updating models
• X1 : calibration samples in primary condition.
• X2 : calibration samples in secondary condition weighted with λ values.
• y1 and y2 : actual analyte concentration.
• ො𝐲1and ො𝐲2 : analyte concentration prediction.
• መ𝐛, መ𝐛1 and መ𝐛2 : estimated model regression vectors.
• Validation samples in secondary condition are considered to validate the model’s accuracy 
and precision.
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Measures of Model Quality 
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Data Centering
• Local mean centering
• X1, X2, y1 and y2 are centered across samples to respective means.
• Mean of X2 and y2 are used to center validation samples in secondary 
condition.
Result 1: Boxplot of Selected Models (Corn and Soy)
Conclusions
1B Figure 1: RMSEV of a model with different target (Min, Q1,Median, 
Q3, Max) for model merits (RMSEC2, C2j, C1b)
Observations and Conclusions
• SF-I generally picks better models for 1B than 2B* with few exceptions
• Calibration Transfer on Instruments Only (Corn and Soy)
• SF-M generally picks better models for 2B* than 1B
• Calibration Transfer on different sample conditions and/or 
instruments (Tablets and Soil)
Corn Data 
• 80 samples
• 3 different instruments :
M5, Mp5, Mp6
• Analyte : Protein, Moisture, Oil and Starch
• 350 wavelengths (1100 nm – 2500 nm)
• Random 40 samples (constant) are used for primary 
calibration.
• 100 random cross validation splits on 
remaining 40 samples used  for secondary 
condition
• Calibration set : 20 samples
• Validation set: 20 samples
• 1 through 20 LV’s
• 60 λ’s ranging from 1000 to 0.01
• 60 β’s ranging from 1000 to 0.01
• Primary-Secondary
• M5-Mp5
• Mp5-M5
Soy Data
• 60 samples
• 2 different instruments :
R1, R2
• Analyte : Protein, Moisture, and Oil 
• 350 wavelengths (1100 nm – 2500 nm)
• Random 30 samples (constant) are used for primary 
calibration.
• 100 random cross validation splits on 
remaining 30 samples used  for secondary 
condition
• Calibration set : 15 samples
• Validation set: 15 samples
• 1 through 20 LV’s
• 60 λ’s ranging from 1000 to 0.01
• 60 β’s ranging from 1000 to 0.01
• Primary-Secondary
• R1-R2
• R2-R1
Pharmaceutical Tablet Data
• 310 Escitolopram tablets: 
Type 1 (90 mg),
Type 2 (125 mg),
Type 3 (188 mg),
Type 4 (250 mg)
• Production in three batches:
Laboratory (30 samples),
Pilot (10 samples), Full (30 samples)
• Analyte : Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients     
(API) content
• 404 wavelengths (4000 cm-1 – 14000 cm-1)
(700 nm – 2500 nm) 
• 1 through 20 LV’s 
• 60 λ’s  ranging from 1000 to 0.0673.
• 60 β’s ranging from 1000 to 0.0001
• 30 samples from each type 1 (lab) and
2 (lab) are used for primary calibration
• 100 random cross validation splits on 
samples of each type produced in Full 
are used  for secondary condition
• Calibration set : 9 samples
• Validation set: 12 samples
• Primary-Secondary
• Type 1 and 2 (lab) – Type 1 and 2 (Full)
• Type 1 and 2 (lab) – Type 1 and 3 (Full)
• Type 1 and 2 (lab) – Type 1 and 4 (Full)
Soil Data
• 4184 Global soil samples from
US Natural Resources
Conservation Services (NRCS)
Soil Survey Center
• 52 soil samples from South East Montana
• Analyte : Organic Content (OC)
• Analyte Unit: g/kg
• 214 wavelengths (360 nm – 2490 nm)
• 4184 samples (constant) are used for primary 
calibration.
• 100 random cross validation splits on samples from 
South East Montana are used  for secondary 
condition
• Calibration set : 20 samples
• Validation set: 22 samples
• 1 through 40 LV’s
• 60 λ’s ranging from 1500 to 19.1986
• 60 β’s ranging from 1000 to 0.001
• Primary-Secondary
• Global-Montana (G-M)
Model Selection and Results 
**Overall, target should be either minimum or 1st Quartile of Model 
Merits for Model Selection with 1B and 2B* by Sum Fusion (SF) of 
different merits combination based on consistency among datasets
• SF-I : RMSEC2 and C1b 
• SF-M : RMSEC2 and C2j 
• COLOR BAR represents RMSEV values 
• 1-600: Soy; 601-1400: Corn; 1401-1500: Soil; 1501-1800: Tablets
• Every 100 Cross Validation (CV) splits represents particular set of primary and 
secondary conditions with dataset
Dataset Analyte Primary-
Secondary
Better Model Selection
Method
Better
Approach
1B 2B*
Tablet API 12-12 SF-M SF-M 2B*
12-13 SF-I SF-I 1B/2B*
12-14 SF-M SF-M 2B*
Soil OC G-M SF-M SF-M 2B*
Soy Moisture R1-R2 SF-I SF-I 2B*
R2-R1 SF-I SF-I 2B*
Oil R1-R2 SF-I SF-I 2B*
R2-R1 SF-I SF-I 1B/2B*
Protein R1-R2 SF-I SF-I 1B/2B*
R2-R1 SF-I SF-I 1B/2B*
Corn Moisture M5-Mp5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Mp5-M5 SF-M SF-I 1B
Protein M5-Mp5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Mp5-M5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Oil M5-Mp5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Mp5-M5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Starch M5-Mp5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Mp5-M5 SF-I SF-I 1B
Result 2: Boxplot of Selected Models (Tablet and Soil)
2B* Figure 2: RMSEV of a model with different target for model merits
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